Removing HIA from UN blacklist after Kabul-peace Deal

By Muhammad Zahir Akbari

The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) has removed sanctions against Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, the former chief of Hekmatyar Islamic Alliance (HIA), after the Afghan government signed a peace deal with the Taliban, following years of ceasefires and negotiations. The move came as part of a broader effort to bring peace and stability to Afghanistan, which has been experiencing a protracted conflict for decades.

The HIA chief was the least of the several factors threatening the peace deal. The public concerns back to 1990s, as he played a major role as the infamous warlord of Kabul for his faction’s indiscriminate attacks. He said that based on peace agreement, removal of HIA leader’s name from UN–blacklist is a positive step toward peace in Afghanistan.”

Delegation said, “Removal of HIA leader’s name from UN–blacklist is a positive step toward peace in Afghanistan.”
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